
maturity assessment

governance

Our quick checkup is your guide to key corporate governance issues and 
is designed to help you evaluate the maturity of your sustainable corporate 
governance program, including its individual components.
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Can you identify the long-term areas for development 
(> 5 years) that will impact/may impact your 
company’s fitness for the future?
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Is your management model resilient enough to 
respond flexibly and effectively to unforeseen events 
or crises?

3 Does your company have a good tolerance for 
ambiguity in decision-making?

4
Do you take a proactive approach, going beyond 
regulatory requirements to include sustainability in 
your governance model?

5 Do you keep up to date on relevant developments in 
sustainability regulations?

6 Are your sustainability activities transparent for third 
parties and standardised to allow comparability?

7 Do your employees identify with your 
corporate purpose?

8 Do you meet your customers’ ESG requirements for 
your products/services?

9 Do you know what the ESG impact of your entire 
supply chain is?

10 Do you meet the ESG investment criteria for 
your sector?

Sustainable corporate



What can your results tell you about where 
you are with your sustainable corporate 
governance programme?
We would be delighted to talk to you 
about sustainable corporate governance, 
listen to your ideas and help you think one 
step ahead all the time: working together 
for sustainable corporate governance 
that maintains productivity without 
compromising tomorrow for the sake of 
today, and without making decisions at 
the cost of other stakeholders’ legitimate 
interests. 
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About us
Our clients face diverse challenges, strive to put new ideas into practice and seek expert advice. They turn to us for 
comprehensive support and practical solutions that deliver maximum value. Whether for a global player, a family 
business or a public institution, we leverage all of our assets: experience, industry knowledge, high standards of quality, 
commitment to innovation and the resources of our expert network in 152 countries. Building a trusting and cooperative 
relationship with our clients is particularly important to us – the better we know and understand our clients’ needs, the 
more effectively we can support them.

PwC Germany. More than 13,000 dedicated people at 21 locations. €2.61 billion in turnover. The leading auditing and 
consulting firm in Germany.

Want to learn more about sustainable 
corporate governance?
Our experts can identify the right level of 
ambition for you – and introduce you to three 
tried-and-tested approaches for implementing a 
sustainable corporate governance programme. 
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